MEADOW SCARLET
4th Dam
RONNA DICE
3rd Dam
SCOOTIN DICE
2nd Dam
BOX CAR GIRL
1st Dam

By SAGEBRUSH p,2,Q1:56.2; 3,1:53; 1:49 ($646,967) by Western Hanover p,3,1:50.4. Sire of 42 foals of racing age, 66

GO BOX EM IN
ERICA KANE
SCARLET BROCADE
SCOOTIN DICE
Ms Caitlynn p,3,2:00.2h (m, Three Wizzards) ($23,798). 4 wins.

LEG WARMER
DRAGON'S TEAR
THREE QUEENS
DELIVER THE BALL
ROLL N FOLD
ROLL N BONES
HURRICANE JOEY D.
SHOOTIN DICE
BOX CAR GIRL

Boxed In A Flash (h, LCB). Now 2, racing and race timed 2:01.4, last qtr 26.2.

BOX YOU IN
LYFSLYKABOXACHOCLT
GAMBLEONTHEGIRL
DEADLY BUT SWEET
second in leg of Lady Legislature; third in PASS; race timed 1:52.1.

Virginia Breeders S. At 3, winner PASS at The Meadows and 2 legs and Final of Lady Legislature Series; second in lagy Lady Legislature, third in PASS; race timed 1:52.1.

ERICA KANE p,3,1:56.1; Big Tower (T), third in SWEET and DEADLY p,3,1:55.3; Dam of DEADLY BUT SWEET p,2,1:57.4; and CORRUPTIBLE p,1:57.4.

ENGAGEMENTS
Illinois Conceived & Foaled - Downstate Classic
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